
Greenside House, Wood Green

YOUR HOME, FOR WORK



WORKCLOCKWISE.CO.UK

When work is more than just a job,  
you need more than just an office
We create environments and experiences that are  
as personal as they are professional. So whether  
you’re flying solo, starting up, growing steadily, 
scaling rapidly or spinning out something new,  
we have a membership to suit. 

Solid local roots or serious global ambition?  
Clockwise provides all the functionality and  
flexibility, simplicity and service, community  
and connectivity you need from a workspace. 

WE ARE 
CLOCKWISE

http://www.WORKCLOCKWISE.CO.UK


Anticipating your needs from day one
Providing permanent flexibility, ongoing support and 
proactive service, Clockwise zeros in on the details so 
you can zoom out to the big picture. We will set you up 
seamlessly with the right type of space at exactly the 
time you need it.

YOUR WORKSPACE 
SOLUTION



FIND YOUR 
CLOCKWISE
Workspaces across multiple locations
The environments and experiences we create are designed  
to reflect the unique character, personality and people  
of each city, but with consistent Clockwise standards. 

OPEN 
  Glasgow 
  Belfast
  Liverpool
  Edinburgh Leith 

 
  Cheltenham  
  Cardiff  
  Leeds  

WORKCLOCKWISE.CO.UK

Opening in 2021 
  Manchester – Spring/Summer
  Wood Green – Spring/Summer 
  Exeter – Spring/Summer 
  Bristol – Spring/Summer 
  Brussels – Autumn/Winter 
  Bromley – Autumn/Winter
  Southampton – Autumn/Winter

2022 
Further expansion into the South West  
of England and Mainland Europe

http://www.WORKCLOCKWISE.CO.UK
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The Building
Located a minute away from Wood Green 
tube station, Clockwise Wood Green in 
Greenside House is a serviced office suitable 
for businesses of all sizes. Bright and airy, 
there are also two terraces with stunning 
views of the City of London and Alexandra 
Palace. Down on the ground floor a striking 
‘living’ wall, covered in plants and flowers,  
will breath oxygen into your new offices. 

GREENSIDE HOUSE,  
     WOOD GREEN

http://www.WORKCLOCKWISE.CO.UK
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WORKING FOR YOU

Meet your General Manager 
Emily Falconer

Emily’s day always starts bright and early thanks to her boisterous 
daughters. A routine-queen, she loves a ‘To Do’ list and strives to 
better herself on a daily basis. When it all gets too much she finds 
a dance in the kitchen always helps.

Facilities & Perks
   Well connected North London location

  Four meeting rooms for up to 16 people

  Considered design to support different 
working patterns

  Breakout areas, kitchenettes and club 
lounges

  Two roof terraces

  Event spaces 

  Two Hands Café serving hot and cold  
food and drinks (opening October 2021) 

   Showers (Oct 2021)

  Parking onsite 

  Bike storage 

  Technology for collaboration, from the 
Clockwise app to our in-house A/V 

  Unlimited, high speed and secure WiFi 

  24/7 Access 

  A dedicated office support team; reception, 
cleaning, maintenance and security

  Ability to flex and grow with your business

  COVID 19 secure 

  Connection to a network of members  
and businesses 

  Event programming to inspire personal  
and professional growth

http://www.WORKCLOCKWISE.CO.UK
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MEMBERSHIP  
OPTIONS
Whether you need a virtual set up, a hot desk 
to fire up your next project, a dedicated spot 
to dive into deep work, or a private office that 
expresses your company culture; we’ll make sure 
everything works, so you can do your best work. 

Whichever Clockwise package you choose it’s 
wrapped up in one simple price without hidden 
fees, tricky terms or small print.

For one desk or fifty, for a short 
drop in or for the long term

VIRTUAL OFFICE 

For the far-away worker 

Enjoy the benefits of an office, remotely.  
A UK business address and access to an 
inspiring business community, the Clockwise 
Virtual Office is almost as good as the real  
deal. Discounted day passes for drop ins  
are also available, as are preferential rates  
on meeting rooms. 

CLUB LOUNGE

For the freelancer or budding entrepreneur 
who needs ebb and flow 

Work flexibly and find focus in our spaces. 
Club Lounge membership allows you to  
drop in whenever you need; hot desking for 
concentration, breakout areas for a coffee 
boost, and preferential rates on meeting  
rooms for collaboration. 

DEDICATED DESK

For the satellite worker or independent 
maverick who wants commitment 

A space to call your own within our creative and 
collaborative hub. Reserved for you and only you, 
with lockable storage. Dedicated Desk membership 
means you can enjoy a familiar space alongside 
all the energy and atmosphere of our lounges. 

PRIVATE OFFICE 

For the SMEs who need space  
for up to 50 

An enclosed and lockable space created 
exclusively for your team. Shut the door for 
independent working and internal collaboration 
or open it wide, venture into the lounges to 
connect with other members of the Clockwise 
community. Additional key cards can also be 
arranged for teams who flex between working 
from home and the office. 

http://www.WORKCLOCKWISE.CO.UK


Meeting rooms that are perfect for a discussion  
with your board, or a workshop with the whiteboard

MEETING ROOMS

Whether you need to meet face to face, log on or do it all at 
once, all Clockwise buildings have meeting rooms that come 
fully equipped with tech to create a seamless experience across 
the physical and virtual.  

Members receive preferential rates on meeting room bookings. 



WORKCLOCKWISE.CO.UK

TWO HANDS
Two Hands is our onsite artisan café, available 
exclusively for members. Serving hot and cold  
drinks including barista-crafted coffee, and fresh, 
nourishing food, Two Hands is open every working  
day - from breakfast through to your afternoon cuppa.

With the belief that great minds work even better 
when fuelled with nutritional food, Two Hands offers 
well priced, balanced food favouring fresh produce. 
Start your day right with breakfast pastries, Bircher 
pots, hot specials or fresh fruit. At lunchtime there’s  
a tasty selection; deep filled sandwiches and 
baguettes, seasonal salad boxes or deli specials  
for you to grab-and-go or linger longer in the café.

Two Hands is also available to provide catering  
for meetings and office get togethers.

http://www.WORKCLOCKWISE.CO.UK
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10 MINS WALK

6 MINS WALK

2 MINS WALK

ALEXANDRA
PALACE

GO APE
WOOD GREEN 
TUBE STATION

CAKES AND
LADDERS &
EARTH TAP

THE CHOCOLATE
FACTORY

ALL GOOD 
BOOK SHOP

THE MALL

THE GOODNESS
TAPROOM

OITA’S
KITCHEN

THE
STARTING

GATEALEXANDRA
PALACE STATION

LOCATION

Set in the heart of Wood Green,  
with easy transport links connecting 
you to the whole of London:

   1  mins to Wood Green  
underground tube station

  3   mins to parking  
(limited onsite parking)

  5  mins to Alexandra Palace 
overground station

Clockwise Wood Green 
Greenside House 
50 Station Road 
Wood Green 
London, N22 7DE

http://www.WORKCLOCKWISE.CO.UK


Bars & Restaurants
The Goodness Taproom
Serving up amazing pizzas alongside a wide variety 
of local and imported beers, the Taproom also offers 
takeaway so you can enjoy lunch in the grounds  
of Alexandra Palace on sunny days.
5a Clarendon Yards, Coburg Road 
thegoodnessbrew.co.uk

Earth Tap
A double-decker bus with 10 taps serving Earth Ale 
beer, created by Michelin-trained founder Alex Lewis. 
Alongside the more usual beers it offers a variety  
of weird and wonderful options like dandelion root 
and pine sap to lemon verbena and hogweed. 
5 River Park Road 
earthale.com

The Starting Gate
This Grade II listed boozer (built in 1875) serves 
gourmet pub grub alongside craft beers and an 
extensive wine list. The welcoming atmosphere  
makes it the ideal spot to spend a lazy afternoon. 
Station Road 
thestartinggate.co.uk 
020 8889 9436

Cakes and Ladders
The aforementioned double decker bus transforms 
during the day to serve melt-in-the-mouth cheese 
toasties, locally sourced coffee and afternoon tea, 
alongside 500 board games.
5 River Park Road 
cakesandladders.co.uk 
07500 527624

Oita’s Kitchen at Green Rooms Hotel
The most popular pop-up in Wood Green, this 
Japanese kitchen opened in 2018 and is still going 
strong. Their signature dish is a spicy chicken karaage 
but from 8am-11am there’s also a Breakfast Club 
serving eggs all ways. 
13-27 Station Road 
greenrooms.london 
0208 888 5317

Karamel at the Chocolate Factory
A great lunch spot that serves hearty vegan food at 
affordable prices. Set in the middle of the Chocolate 
Factory – mentioned below – you can also take in the 
wall art while enjoying your meal. 
4 Coburg Road 
Karamelrestaurant.com 
0203 146 8775

NEIGHBOURHOOD



Shopping & Places of Interest
All Good Book Shop
An independent bookshop founded and funded by 
people in the local community who missed having 
one in the area. The team also runs a second-hand 
bookstall ‘All Good Bookshed’ in the creative space 
Blue House Yard.
35 Turnpike Lane 
allgoodbookshop.co.uk 
0208 341 0783

The Mall
A one-stop destination for big brands and high-street 
chains including H&M, Gap, TKMaxx and Flying Tiger. 
There’s also a branch of burger joint Five Guys,  
to sustain you while you shop.
159 High Road 
themall.co.uk 
0208 888 6667 

Alexandra Palace
One of the best event spaces in London, Alexandra 
Palace hosts thousands of events throughout the year, 
from headline gigs, to elaborate theatre performances, 
food festivals to children’s entertainment. Not forgetting 
the year-round ice-rink. 
Alexandra Palace Way 
alexandrapalace.com 
0208 365 2121

The Chocolate Factory
An all-encompassing space which plays host to music 
gigs, film showings on a projector screen and literary 
nights – generally for free. The walls are adorned 
with a changing roster of local artists and you can 
purchase prints or have your own art framed.
Clarendon Road 
workspace.co.uk/the-chocolate-factory 
0203 944 3897

Go Ape
A tree-top adventure with panoramic views over 
London. It’s not your typical forest location but 
seeing iconic buildings from above will give things  
a new perspective. Perfect for team building. 
Alexandra Palace Way 
goape.co.uk/locations/alexandrapalace 
01603 895500

NEIGHBOURHOOD
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Indicative costs based on average  
requirements for a three-year office requirement for 12 people 

WHY WORK 
CLOCKWISE? 
Clockwise’s flexible model delivers 
many benefits for member businesses 

Save approximately £65k in your first 
year and up to 35% over three years 

CLOCKWISE TRADITIONAL

Lower commitment - from  
monthly rolling contracts 3

Longer commitment with  
leases lasting an average  

of three years

$ No upfront costs Large initial investment  
in CAPEX

Build and fit out  
delivered completely

Project management  
required

Occupation at speed Lag between  
signing to move in

All inclusive - one monthly  
fee covers everything with  

no hidden charges 

Running costs and utilities paid 
separately, multiple suppliers  

and management required

Spaces designed for  
collaboration, opportunity to  
connect with other members

Independent working  
with little-to-no shared space

Ability to flex and grow  
alongside business needs Fixed allocation of space 

Priced per desk Priced per square foot

vs

http://www.WORKCLOCKWISE.CO.UK
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OWNED  
& OPERATED

Clockwise is backed by a  
powerful property portfolio
We own and operate every single 
Clockwise location. The spaces we craft 
and the services we deliver are designed 
with our members in mind. 

Higher investment into building  
facilities with a long-term view point 

No lease liability and strong  
long-term resilience

Full end to end user experience  
to ultimately provide a better service 

Support with complete real estate strategy, 
collaborating on requirements to combine  
flexible licenses with traditional leases

http://www.WORKCLOCKWISE.CO.UK
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Innovation during COVID-19 

KEEPING MEMBERS 
SAFE
COVID-19 is a reality we continue to live with.  
We have put every possible preventative and protective 
measure in place, and are evolving as we learn 
more. Our intention is to keep everyone safe without 
compromising the office experience. 

We’ve reconfigured our spaces to promote social 
distancing, increased our already high hygiene 
standards and have treated all surfaces in public 
areas with a specialist long-life chemical that kills 
harmful bacteria on contact.

Physical distancing might be part of our new normal 
but collaboration and human interaction, at distance, 
remain at the heart of what we do. Clockwise is still 
committed to creating environments for you to focus 
and maximise your productivity so you can continue  
to grow your business.

http://www.WORKCLOCKWISE.CO.UK
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“ Other than my own home, Clockwise is the only place I can relax  
and get some work done without worrying about COVID-19.”Jacob Anderson, The Podcast Host, Edinburgh

“ The measures that Clockwise have put in place are excellent and have 
really eased my mind that staff members will be safe as we prepare to 
return to our office. They really have thought of everything and made  
it an easy decision for Simply to return to office working.”Gary Coburn, Simply Asset Finance, Belfast

“ The facilities are abundant, the décor is stylish and the Clockwise staff are 
outstanding. The flexibility offered at Clockwise provides comfort that as 
my business grows, I’m located in the perfect place to accommodate it.”Tony McCafferty, Diversity Scotland, Glasgow

DON’T 
JUST 
TAKE 
OUR 
WORD 
FOR 
IT…

“ The working spaces are exceptional and varied, meaning that I can 
work in a quiet area one day, but have the option to work in a more 
community led communal space the next.”  Gary Langrish, Hogen Data, Liverpool

http://www.WORKCLOCKWISE.CO.UK
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YOUR HOME,  
FOR WORK

Say goodbye to conventional 
and corporate offices. 
And say hello to Clockwise. 

For more information 
please contact: 
woodgreen@workclockwise.co.uk

Clockwise Wood Green 
Greenside House 
50 Station Road 
Wood Green 
London, N22 7DE

http://www.WORKCLOCKWISE.CO.UK
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